Terms of Use

Access to and use of this website are subject to the following General Terms of Use (henceforth “Terms”). By using this site users (henceforth “you” or “users”) will be taken to have read and agreed to these Terms. Out Front License Plates reserves any rights not expressly granted in these Terms.

About This Website

This is a website developed, operated and administrated by Out Front License Plates (henceforth “Out Front License Plates” or “we” or “us”) under the domain name “outfrontlp.com or thelicenseplatesite.com”.

We reserve the right to discontinue or to make complete or partial modifications to this website, or to these Terms. We may make such changes at our own discretion and without notice or prior announcement. We must therefore ask you that each time you view the content on this website, to view the conditions again and to note any changes or amendments that have been made.

Your use of this website and the information, graphics and materials contained herein is governed by these Terms and by our Privacy Policy.

Copyright and Trademarks, Intellectual Property

All content contained on this website, including (but not limited to), text, graphics, photos, logos, buttons, illustrations, images and audio clips is the property of Out Front License Plates, Out Front License Plates’ advertisers or Out Front License Plates’ content providers. All this content is protected by United States and International Copyright Laws. Unauthorized use of this material, including (but not limited to), reproduction, adaptation, modification distribution, transmission, republication, display or performance is strictly prohibited.

All registered or company trademarks are the property of Out Front License Plates or its business partners. Trademarks may not be used without express permission from Out Front License Plates or its business partners. Any unauthorized use of these trademarks is expressly prohibited.

Disclaimer and Warranties

Out Front License Plates does not and cannot guarantee continuous, uninterrupted access to our services, to this website or to other sites linked from this website. While we endeavor to ensure availability of and access to our website, operation of this site and our services may be interfered with by numerous factors, including by factors outside of our control.

Out Front License Plates provides this service and this website “as is” and without any warranty or condition, express or implied. Out Front License Plates expressly excludes (to the fullest extent permitted at law), all warranties of any kind, including, without limitation, any implied warranties as to fitness of purpose or merchantability of this service and this website or that using this service and this website will not result in infringement of third party rights (including, but not limited to,
intellectual property rights). In addition, Out Front License Plates makes no warranty that the services provided by us, including this website and searches made using this website, will be timely, secure or error free.

Limitations of Liability

This website has been compiled with all professional due diligence, and every effort has been made to ensure the veracity of the information provided on this website to the best of our knowledge. We endeavor to ensure that regular ongoing updates are undertaken; however, no representation or warranty is made, either explicitly or implicitly, as to the correctness or completeness of any of the information contained on our website. Bear in mind that the information provided may not be up to date.

As such, advice given on this website does not relieve you of your own obligation to conduct your own checks on our advice. We recommend that you check the information provided on this website before applying it for whatever purpose. Should you require any advice or assistance, please CONTACT US

Subject to any obligations or responsibilities implied by law which cannot be excluded, Out Front License Plates will not be liable for any lost profit or any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential loss or damage (including but not limited to economic damage), or any liabilities, claims or expenses (including, but not limited to legal costs and expenses), which may be suffered by you as a result of any negligent act or omission by us or arising out of or otherwise in connection with use of this website or our services, whether in contract, tort (including but not limited to negligence), statute or otherwise.

Total liability of Out Front License Plates for a breach of a condition or warranty implied by law or otherwise, and which cannot be excluded, is limited to the extent possible, at Out Front License Plates; option, to:

- The supply of the goods or services again;
- The repair of the goods; or
- The payment of the cost of having the goods or services supplied again or repaired.

Indemnity

You indemnify and hold harmless Out Front License Plates, our subsidiaries, related companies, officers, directors, employees and agents from and against all loss, damage, cost, expense and claim which may be suffered or incurred by you as a result of or in connection with your use of this website and our services.

Links to Third Party Websites: This website contains references and links to other websites operated and maintained by external third parties (henceforth “Third Party Websites”). By providing these
links, Out Front License Plates does not give its approval or make any warranties or representations as to their contents (henceforth “Third Party Material”).

Subject to any obligations or responsibilities implied by law that cannot be excluded, 6DollarShirts makes no representations or warranties as to: The quality, accuracy or fitness for purpose of Third Party Material or products or services available through Third Party Websites. That Third Party Material does not infringe the Intellectual Property rights of any person.

Out Front License Plates makes no representations or warranties whatsoever about any other website that you may access through this website. When you access a non-Out Front License Plates website please be aware that it is independent from any of the Out Front License Plates' sites and Out Front License Plates has no control over the content of that website. All offers to sell goods or provide services made on Third Party Websites are the responsibility of and are given by the Third Party Website operator. Out Front License Plates does not endorse, or accept any responsibility or liability for, the content or accessibility or use of any Third Party Website linked from any of the Out Front License Plates sites.

Links to Third Party Websites are provided to our website users merely for the sake of convenience. Users access such Third Party Websites at their own risk.

You are fully responsible for the content, completeness and correctness of any personal details or information you supply to Out Front License Plates.

Out Front License Plates' management of and practices with respect to personal information always endeavor to comply with all relevant Privacy Laws and are set out in our Privacy Policy.

Where you provide personal information to a Third Party via this website, you will do so in accordance with the policies, procedures and practices in place on or which occur with respect to that site.

Out Front License Plates is not responsible for the personal information management practices of any Third Party Websites or their compliance with the relevant Privacy Laws.

By using this website and supplying Out Front License Plates with your personal information, you are taken to have read and understood our Privacy Policy.

Governing Law/Jurisdiction: This website is operated and maintained from Beverly Hills, Florida, USA. Unless expressly stated otherwise, these terms (and your use of this website) are governed by the laws of Florida, USA.

Linking to This Website: If you would like to place a link to any part of this website on your own site, please contact Eileen@outfrontlp.com and obtain written permission first.

Out Front License Plates  19 S. Lincoln Avenue Beverly Hills, FL 34465